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Introduction
Technology allowed the world to unlock capability extensions that generations before
could not imagine. However, the tools now part of our daily life are controlled by a handful
of technology giants. Monopolizing an unethical industry, Big Tech essentially sells out their
users’ information [1,2]. The people want their privacy back [3,5].

Blockchain shows the most promise with respect to protecting user privacy [4].

The distributed nature and various forms of encryption in blockchain provides users a way
to interact securely through a fair and private system.
Although blockchain's potential is evident, the technology remains in infancy. Before
mainstreaming, blockchain technology needs to overcome a few obstacles: sustainability,
interoperability, and throughput. Each one limits both the scalability and functionality

of blockchain technology. For instance, if all blockchains are not able to communicate with
each other due to the lack of interoperability, then blockchain technology is not truly
decentralized.
If the lack of interoperability within blockchains is resolved, will the influx of information
result in backlogs due to low throughput?

Will the scaling of blockchain technology have a negative environmental impact that
overshadows the benefits?
The development team at CORE pushed the outermost boundaries of blockchain
innovation to arrive at a solution. CORE transcends all current forms of blockchain
technology, mainstreaming the industry by addressing scalability, interoperability,
sustainability, and usability.

“Our daily life is controlled by technology giants
The people want their privacy back!”
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Blockchain Generations

Each successive generation of blockchain technology has yielded exponential growth.
Bitcoin [6], the first generation pioneer, gave us the first digital currency transacted
without a third party. First generation chains provide security, immutable transactions,
and laid a solid foundation for innovation. Recent news headlines highlight the missing
ability to scale and communicate, and the potential environmental impact of proof

of work (PoW) models.

Ethereum [7] , Neo [9] , and Tron [8] enter the scene as examples of second generation
blockchains. The immense growth of decentralized finance (DeFi) is due almost entirely to
Ethereum leading the way. Second generation blockchains expanded functionality and
provided the ability to run multiple decentralized applications (dApps) and token projects
using smart contracts. While similar to the first generation in terms of limitations, smart
contracts provided more user options and applications. Still, proof of work (PoW) in
practice leads to concerns over the high energy consumption and associated

trading fees.

The industry is now laser focused on third generations blockchains. Cardano [10], Polkadot
[12] , and Cosmos [11] , for example, attempt to address the limitations of cross chain
communication, scalability, and sustainability. Commonly utilized in third generation
chains, Proof of Stake (PoS) scales faster as processing is divided amongst the network,
providing energy efficient transaction solutions. Delegated proof of stake (DPoS), a
consensus algorithm designed for technology governance, protects third generation
blockchains from centralization and malicious usage. Interoperability, the ability to
communicate with other chains, is another main target.

Providing complete interoperability and scalability within an eco-friendly manner is the
main goal of the third generation and beyond.
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Overview

CORE Multi-Chain is a next generation
blockchain protocol, that enables all
legacy, current, and future

blockchains to seamlessly scale and
communicate with each other.

Through sharding, interoperability, and
central AI consensus protocol, CORE
opens a plethora of possibilities in the
blockchain space.

After intensive research, the CORE
development team designed and
produced an enterprise-grade

blockchain platform solution that
combines the best features from each
existing blockchain.

CORE paves the way for blockchain and
distributed technology by simplifying the
use and development of blockchains and
addressing the common issues of
blockchain interoperability, scalability,
and sustainability.

CORE Multi-Chain provides advantages
over existing and legacy blockchains such
as sharding, simplistic blockchain
creation and implementation,
cross-chain capabilities, and high
transaction throughput.

“CORE opens a plethora of possibilities

in the blockchain space.”
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Networking
Current blockchain technology suffers from confirmation latency, the time between
transaction broadcasting and network confirmation [15] . Advancing current consensus
protocols will only result in slightly lower latencies. The propagation latency of messages
through the underlying peer-to-peer network creates the root of the blockchain’s
confirmation latency.
To solve latency issues, the process nodes used to discover each other within a network
needs to change. The common node discovery for the majority of blockchain ecosystems in
the market is randomized. This raises some concerns as this approach neglects
geographical distance, differences in bandwidth, hash-power and computational abilities
across the nodes[16].
CORE created a decentralized neighbor selection protocol that continuously strives to
create optimal peer connections to decrease confirmation latency. The protocol achieves
this through continuously analyzing and learning how nodes interact with their neighbors.
Hard-coded topologies that users may find in the standard blockchain usually require
extensive tuning to optimize performance within the blockchain. CORE's self-learning
algorithm easily finds the best topology for any network. Through learning how the nodes
in a network communicate with each other, CORE's Neighbor-Selection Protocol uses the
right balance of exploration and exploitation. Through exploitation, the protocol pairs
nodes with neighbors providing a good connection in terms of block announcement times.
Through exploration, the protocol finds potential candidate peers that will better connect
with the current node. Through this exploitation and exploration process, the protocol
zeros-in on the optimal topology for the network that decreases overall latency.
CORE's protocol is attractive for the following reasons:
Lightweight
Compatible with the self-interests of each peer, or ability to select the best neighbors
Robust against adversarial actions: A CORE peer does not need all details about

a candidate neighbor to decide whether to connect
Incentivizes peers to relay blocks promptly
Naturally adaptive to varying hash-power
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Network Structure

Pivot Chain
The foundation of the CORE platform, Pivot Chain controls the entire network

and is responsible for security, consensus, and monitoring

Poly Chains
Multiple chains that run simultaneously, Poly Chains either form instances of an existing
blockchain or are independent blockchains with autonomous use cases and tokens.

Bridges
Bridges allow Poly Chains, both private and public, to connect with other public
blockchains like Bitcoin [6] and Ethereum [7], without the use of oracles.
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Use of AI in


CORE contains an AI model at the core of

the Network

network reach consensus effectively and

its blockchain. This AI model helps the

reduces the network's overall byzantine
fault. This speeds up the network's

collective transaction processing times
and also enables the network to operate
under attacks or faults [17,18].

CORE's AI model coordinates the various roles of each node on the network. To accomplish
this, nodes are arranged in a hierarchy based on a trust rating system. The higher the node
reaches in the hierarchy, the higher the trust rating. A higher trust rating allows access to
vital roles on the network. A node's trust rating can be negatively impacted and
subsequently reduced if the node processes a transaction incorrectly. This mainly includes
disrupting or slowing down the network in any way or creating a false transaction.

It takes a node approximately 6 months to reach a trust rating of 99.9%. If a node's
collective trust rating is lowered, it moves down the hierarchy of trust and is assigned a less
important role in the network [21]. After a node's trust rating is lowered, it will take a while
before it reaches full potential again.

Apart from coordinating nodes within the network, the AI model also strengthens the
security of the CORE blockchain. This is completed through the outlier detection protocol
which monitors the network for activity outside the norm [19].
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Use of AI in the Network

The AI randomly selects nodes to test and collate information. This phase identifies corrupt
nodes. The selected nodes are listed as inactive during testing. Reactivation occurs once
the selected nodes successfully pass all tests or achieve a trust rating above or equal to the
threshold set by the network administrators. These tests include:

Behavioral checks using AI and Machine Learning (ML) [20]

Hardware speed checks

Security checks

Data integrity checks

Network speed checks

Following the testing phase, the node's results form part of the factors that determine

the node's trust rating. Other factors include reputation on the network and the amount
of time active on the network.
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Randomness Solutions
Randomness plays a fairly important role in the blockchain ecosystem, specifically within
each blockchain. It influences the difficulty in the mining function of PoW blockchains

and periodically chooses the validators in a PoS blockchain.
Achieving randomness in a blockchain is difficult. While attempting to acquire on-chain
randomness, a common developer error occurs when including quantities like future block
hashes, block difficulty, or timestamps in the randomization process. This leaves the
process vulnerable to manipulation by miners. Miners can potentially realize how choices
affect the randomness generated on-chain. This makes it easy for attackers to visualize
how different inputs affect the result of a pseudorandom number generator. Attackers can
exploit this and potentially skew the outcome of the pseudorandom generator.
Many solutions have been proposed to solve randomness within blockchain ecosystems.

Two notable solutions are verifiable delay functions (VDFs) [22] and verifiable random
functions (VRFs) [23]. VDFs are functions that require a moderate amount of sequential
computation to evaluate but are very easily verified for correctness once solved.
Submission Time
Calculation Time

Input Available
Time

3

1

Input Commitment Deadline

6

Efficient

PRNG

Biasing Time

39 57 62
86 13 24
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Randomness Solutions
VDFs, time delays imposed on an output of a pseudorandom generator, prevent malicious
actors from influencing the generator's output, since all inputs are finalized before users
complete computing the VDF. In retrospect, VDFs are a less computationally expensive
alternative to the PoW mining puzzle specifically adapted for PoS blockchains.
A VRF is a public-key version of a keyed cryptographic hash. Only the holder of the private
key is able to compute the hash, but anyone with the corresponding public key can verify
the hash's correctness. VRFs are useful when trying to prevent enumeration within
hash-based structures and, like any other type of function, takes in input and produces an
output. This output comprises two parts: a random number and a proof that the random
number was generated correctly by the node that executed the function. The function
takes in defined input and performs mathematical operations on it to produce the output.
This is easily verified by anyone that challenges the validity of the output. A VRF contains

the following security properties: trusted uniqueness, full collision resistance, and full
pseudorandomness.
VRF consists of time intervals called slots. These slots are technically referred to as epochs
in the CORE blockchain. In every slot, each validator in the network "rolls a die" by executing
the VRF. The VRF takes the following as input: a secret key, an epoch randomness value,
and the slot number.
The secret key used is a key generated specifically for these die rolls, and the epoch
randomness value is the hash of VRF values from the blocks in the previous epoch.
Therefore, past randomness influences the pending randomness [24].
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Randomness Solutions
Once the function is called by a node, the node's result - the random number - is then
compared to a protocol-defined threshold. If the value is less than the threshold, then the
validator responsible for the output becomes a viable block production candidate for that
slot. The validator then attempts to create and submit a block to the network along with
the obtained proof and resultant random number

By combining both VRF and VDF into a single hybrid solution,

the CORE ecosystem achieves true randomness within the
network

Verifiable Delay Function (VDFs)

VDF
VDF
VDF
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Consensus Mechanism
The consensus mechanism of a blockchain determines how quickly and securely validators
on the blockchain reach consensus on the next block. The first successful implementation
of a consensus mechanism within a blockchain, Proof of work (PoW), was used in Bitcoin.

In PoW, all the network participants rush to solve a complex mathematics puzzle to win the
chance of getting their block added to the network and earning the associated rewards
The second implementation of a consensus mechanism that has gained traction within the
blockchain space is Proof of Stake (PoS). In PoS, participating validators receive rewards in
the network based on the amount of the network's native cryptocurrency they stake or
lock into a wallet for a certain period.
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), another consensus mechanism, has been
researched and developed for over two decades now [25]. PBFT is an ideal consensus
mechanism for enterprise consortiums where all the members are only partially trusted,
such as blockchains.
Consensus rounds in PBFT include one node elected as the leader while each of the other
nodes are validators, divisible into two phases: the prepare phase and commit phase
The leader broadcasts its proposal for a new block to the other validators who then
broadcast their votes on the proposal to the rest of the network. Each vote needs to be
counted by every node in the network so messages are constantly broadcasted.
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Consensus Mechanism
When more than 2f + 1 consistent votes are seen and the total number of validators plus
the leader is 3f + 1 (f = number of malicious validators) the prepare phase completes.
Similar vote counting is used in the commit phase where consensus occurs when 2f + 1
consistent votes are seen.
A drawback of the PBFT consensus mechanism occurs when the network reaches a
validator threshold becoming extremely slow and losing the ability to scale [26]. This is a
result of the amount of messages that each validator in the network needs to send and
receive from each node.
To address the scalability issue of PBFT, CORE enhanced the consensus mechanism by
reducing the communication complexity within standard PBFT implementations, to create
the Accelerated Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (APBFT) consensus mechanism
inspired by the best practices including HotStuff [29] and Harmony’s consensus protocol
(FBFT) [28] . Instead of each validator broadcasting votes, the leader runs a
multi-signature signing process to collect all the validators' votes. Each node no longer
needs to receive and count each of the remaining validators' votes in the network but
instead only receives the one multi-signature.

C
0
1
2
3
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Consensus Mechanism
A deeper dive into CORE's enhanced APBFT consensus mechanism exposes two algorithms

responsible for the selection of the node that will be the leader and the remaining
validator nodes in each of the shards within the network. The primary algorithm used to
select the leader and validator nodes in a shard is a randomized function such as VRF.
During each new epoch, the VRF function will output the new leader for the shard in an
epoch. If the primary randomized function is unable to output a candidate leader and
validator node cluster then a secondary algorithm is called within the election process to
ensure that the epoch in a specific shard has a dedicated cluster assigned to it.
CORE's APBFT consensus involves the following steps:
The leader broadcasts the block header of its formulated block to all the validators.
Simultaneously, the leader broadcasts the content of the block with erasure coding [31],
called the “announce” phase
The validators check the validity of the block header. If valid, they sign the block
header with a Boneh-Lynn-Shacham (BLS) signature [30] and send the signature back
to the leader
Once the leader receives 2f + 1 valid signatures from validators, it aggregates them into
a BLS multisignature. The leader broadcasts the aggregated multi-signature along with
a bitmap indicating which validators have signed. This step combined with step two
make up the “prepare” phase
The validators check that the multi-signature has at least 2f + 1 signers, verify the
transactions in the block content broadcasted from the leader in Step one, sign the
received message from Step three and send it back to the leader
The leader then waits for at least 2f + 1 valid signatures from step four, aggregates
them together into a BLS multi-signature, and creates a bitmap logging all signers.
Lastly, the leader commits and broadcasts the new block with all multi-signatures and
bitmaps attached for all validators to commit. Step five and four form the “commit”
phase.

“To address the scalability issue of PBFT, CORE enhanced the

consensus mechanism by reducing the communication

complexity within standard PBFT implementations, to create

the Accelerated Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (APBFT)

consensus mechanism.”
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Consensus Roles

Validator
Nodes on the CORE blockchain, validators process and attest transactions on the
blockchain. Through the democratic consensus mechanism, validators are voted on by
community members with voting rights. Validators can only be selected if they fit a certain
criterion. For example, staking at least the minimum number of tokens required by the
network. Community members also must stake tokens to vote on validators.

Observer
Observers add to the decentralization and validation of the chain. Observers are either
invited by other members in the chain or are members that want to earn rewards in the
native token. Participants are not required to stake any coins to become observers and can
either be full or light. Full observers actively attest to the formation of blocks and keep a
whole history of the chain. Light observers only keep a certain number of epochs of the
chain's history. Both play a vital role in maintaining the integrity of the chain. Rewards are
random, similar to a lottery pool. However, an observer's chances of receiving a reward are
increased based on how long they have been an observer as well as their work speed and
reputation.
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Consensus Roles

Defender
A node type that attests to the validity of blocks as they are formed and prior to chain
submission, a Defender fishes out any illegal blocks formed by malicious actors on the
network and are rewarded for their work. Defenders are either validators on the chain that
are not actively involved in consensus or they are observers.

Nominators
Members who hold tokens on the chain that nominate staking members as validators for
transactions, nominators receive a part of the reward that their nominated validators
receive for their work in successfully nominating validators.

Collators
Collators each supervise a shard of the main chain. They are responsible for the integrity
and validity of their shard and communicate the state of their shard to the main chain.
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Incentive Model

A distributed system relies on the nodes in the network to maintain security. The nodes are

responsible for keeping true records of all transactions that take place within the network
and are obliged to act in a way that does not challenge the network's consensus. As an
extra measure to ensure that nodes act correctly, nodes are incentivized by the network to
not only maintain security, but to also report any nodes that act maliciously or incorrectly
in a manner that risks the security of the network.

A common attack on a PoS blockchain is called a long-range attack. These attacks
leverage the fact that blocks in PoS blockchains rely on signatures and not
computer-intensive calculations like PoW. Hackers can steal a trustworthy validator's keys,
using them long after, to create a simulated version of the original blockchain. Since these
blocks are signed with trustworthy private keys, new nodes cannot decipher between the
original and the simulation blockchain.

These private keys are obtained in one of two ways. Either the keys are stolen due to
compromised security on the validator, or the keys are purchased from a node that is no
longer using them. The CORE network combats attacks by incentivizing the nodes.
Incentive models depend on the consensus protocol and may vary slightly in each
blockchain.

In Proof of Stake, validators are rewarded for validating and attesting to blocks with
correct transactions. The distribution of the rewards for the validation of a block depends
on the number of votes a node gave the block. The distribution of the mining transactions
within the block are distributed likewise. If a node validates or attests to a block of false
transactions then its stake is slashed. If a node reports a dishonest node to the network,

it receives rewards in the cryptocurrency that was slashed from the dishonest node's stake.
This incentivizes nodes to act within the rules of the network's consensus and report
dishonest nodes.

The CORE ecosystem uses the same incentive system within all nodes to ensure the security
of the blockchain. CORE's incentive model combined with the AI-based consensus protocol
creates an extremely secure blockchain ecosystem.
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Sharding
Currently, blockchains face a trilemma. No blockchain in existence simultaneously achieves

decentralization, security, and scalability [32].

A potential secure scaling solution, heterogeneous sharding is the ability to run multiple
shards, each with custom parameters such as transaction fees and block header sizes,
without affecting other shards' performances. Sharding decreases a blockchain's latency
significantly by splitting the transaction processing workload into smaller chunks called
shards. This allows for the parallel processing of transactions which increases the
throughput of a blockchain.

Although sharding allows for faster throughput within blockchains, there are some issues
around the security and validity of shard data that need to be addressed before
considering it a viable option for blockchain scaling.

The potential issues of blockchain sharding include the validation of a blockchain's state
and the potential security risk in the reduction of nodes as a result of the total nodes being
dispersed amongst the shards. The low throughput within cross-shard transactions also
needs a solution [33].

CORE's heterogeneous sharding model proposes a secure way for adapting each shard

for a specific use case. It also resolves the high latency and low throughput of cross-shard
transactions by using a two-phase commit protocol. CORE's sharding model also addresses
the lack of validity and security of shard data using erasure codes and polynomial coded
sharding [34,35].
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State Sharding
The current low transaction throughput of blockchain technology resulted in the
blockchain community seeking methods to increase the technology's transaction
processing capabilities. One approach, sharding, divides the total computational work of
the main blockchain into multiple smaller blockchains. This allows transactions processing
in parallel on multiple shards, increasing the throughput of a blockchain drastically. One
dimension of sharding present in the CORE Blockchain is State sharding.

In State sharding, each shard maintains its own chain of blocks and state database. The
validators in each shard do not need to validate the entire global state of the network but
rather 1/N (N=number of shards present in the network) of the global state. The eventual
atomicity of cross-shard transactions guarantees that double spending cannot occur and
ensures states' consistency between shards. Atomicity refers to the integrity of the entire
blockchain and not just a component of it.
Elections of the validator nodes are performed on the main blockchain after a certain
number of epochs has passed on the CORE Blockchain. An epoch is a predetermined period
when the validator committees of shards stay unchanged. The result of the election is
written in the last block of the epoch on the main blockchain. Once this is completed, the
main blockchain enters the new epoch with the newly elected validator committee and all
shards. The new shard State of the main CORE Blockchain is then written to the new block
of each shard, forming the last block of the epoch for that shard.
To facilitate the communication between the main CORE blockchain and the various
shards, the CORE network uses crosslinks. A crosslink contains data corresponding to block
signatures and block identification such as block hash, block number, epoch, etc. When a
new block is confirmed on a shard chain, the corresponding crosslink is created and sent to
the main CORE Blockchain for verification. Once the main chain verifies the signature of
the crosslink and origination from the canonical chain of the shard, the verified crosslink is
added to the new block of the main blockchain to permanently endorse the block of the
shard chain as canonical. Shard chain blocks without corresponding crosslinks that have
been endorsed and added to the main chain are regarded as invalid by the network.
CORE implements State sharding to process transactions in parallel, thus increasing the
transaction throughput of the CORE Blockchain significantly compared to existing
blockchain technology
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Pivot Chain and Poly Chains
The main CORE Blockchain is composed of several shards categorized in two ways:

Pivot Chains and Poly Chains.

Pivot Chain, the foundation of the CORE platform, controls and coordinates the whole
network and is responsible for security, consensus, and monitoring. The validators in the
CORE Blockchain stake the native cryptocurrency in the Pivot Chain. Since the main
responsibility of the Pivot Chain is to coordinate the network, it has minimal functionality
to ensure that it fulfills its responsibilities.

One of the Pivot Chain's main responsibilities is to maintain the security of the network.

It helps strengthen the security and consistency of the various states of the shards that
make up the network by including the block header from each shard chain. After a new
block has been committed to a shard chain its block header is sent to the Pivot Chain.

The Pivot Chain then checks the validity of the block header by:

Verifying the hash of the previous block already committed in the Pivot Chain
Verifying the signers of the block's multi-signature to ensure validator correctness 
for that shard

The committed block headers at the Pivot Chain are then broadcasted to the network.
After the broadcast, each shard appends the block headers to its own internal chain that
tracks valid block headers of all other shards in the network. These internal chains verify
the validity of transactions from other shards.
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Pivot Chain and Poly Chains
Adding the shard chains’ block headers into the Pivot Chain provides the following
benefits:

The difficulty of attacking a single shard is increased as attackers must corrupt both
the shard chain and Pivot Chain to convince other shards that an alternative block is
valid
Reduced network cost associated with broadcasting the block headers among shards.

Other specific work is delegated to the Poly Chains, which have differing implementations
and features. Poly Chains, multiple chains that run simultaneously, can either be an
instance of an existing blockchain or independent blockchains with their own use cases

and tokens. A Poly Chain is a blockchain that processes and validates its own transactions
as well as stores its own state.
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Pivot Chain and Poly Chains
While relatively independent, each Poly Chain communicates with other shards in the
ecosystem through cross-shard communication. Cross-shard communication allows each
shard in the ecosystem to extend functionality by breaking the barrier between the shards
in a sharding-based blockchain.

This is accomplished in one of three ways:
Reliance on the main chain to facilitate communication between shards, also known as
main-chaindriven communication
Utilizing a client-driven cross-shard transaction mechanism where the messages
between shards are collected and sent by the clients of the ecosystem, also known as
client-driven communication
Messages sent between shards by nodes in the shard with no external help, also known as
sharddriven communication

Client-driven communication places an unnecessary burden on the clients of the network.
Resource intensive, main-chain-driven communication contains limitations that arise when
the network traffic and transaction activity increase. Due to this, CORE implements
shard-driven communication. The benefits far outweigh the drawbacks, especially when
compared to the other two cross-shard communication methods. Using erasure codes to
encode messages, CORE reduces the overall communication cost on the network using a
network-level broadcast in shard-driven communication.

This ensures the robustness of the cross-shard communication that takes place on the
CORE Blockchain.
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Transaction Queue Engine
Transactions are queued on the blockchain on the transaction queue engine.

More specifically, validators take unprocessed transactions and process or validate them.
Traditionally, validators on the blockchain take all unprocessed transactions (within
configured network limits) and validate them in each new validation cycle.

New unprocessed transactions added to the queue are then processed in the next
validation cycle.

Research into optimizing the transaction queue, reducing the mean transaction processing
time, shows that specifying a minimum number of unprocessed transactions in the queue
before beginning the next validation cycle optimizes the approach. Besides implementing
sharding and parallel processing of transactions, CORE reduced the mean blockchain
transaction clearance time by optimizing the transaction queue engine and configuring
a minimum threshold within the network before the next validation cycle begins.
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Aura Layer — Layer 2 Scaling
As blockchain adoption increased, throughput of current blockchain technology failed to
keep up with the growing volume. Exploration and development of potential solutions are
currently being explored within the blockchain ecosystem.Blockchain scaling solutions are
divided into different layers, mainly layer 1 and layer 2. Layer 1 scaling refers to altering
the blockchain itself to increase scalability. Altering the blockchain directly is complicated.
Layer 2 scaling refers to increasing a blockchain's throughput by innovating off the
physical blockchain and enabling off-chain transaction processing. Authenticated
messages sent between users transacting off-chain accomplishes this. These authenticated
messages pass through a medium external to the first layer, the physical blockchain, but
are still linked to it. The main blockchain is only called to resolve disputes. Its consensus
algorithm determines the security and non-custodial properties of the second layer [36].
When classifying layer 2 scalability solutions, there are 3 classifications; protocols,
commit-chains, and channels.
Protocols are vital components of blockchain technology and allow for secure and reliable
sharing of information across cryptocurrency networks. They are essentially rules that
define how data can be shared across computing systems.
Commit-chains make use of an untrusted, non-custodial operator to facilitate the
communication between transacting parties. The operator commits the state of user
account balances by sending periodic updates to the main blockchain.
A channel, a type of mechanism, provides a private layer for communication. This allows
subsets of members to create a separate ledger for their transactions. CORE's Aura layer
combines all three of these Layer 2 methodologies to create one unique scalability layer
used to scale any blockchain.
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Upgradability
Software development has come a long way since the '90s, especially when looking at the

upgradability aspect of the software. These applications on our phones seamlessly update
while we are sleeping at no inconvenience to us.

However, this is not the case for blockchain development teams and blockchain software.
Up until this point, blockchains could only be upgraded once forked. What forking entails is
creating a new version of the blockchain. As you can imagine, this is a strenuous and long
process. Especially if it's only to make a few small upgrades, it was clear that the
blockchain industry was in need of a method to upgrade blockchains as seamlessly as it is
for the apps on our phones to upgrade. This is where Forkless upgrades come in.

Forkless upgrading is a future-proof concept that enables the upgradability of a
blockchain without having to fork it. Inspired by Substrate framework [37] , CORE
blockchain includes a forkless upgrading feature made possible by CORE's on-chain
governance system, allowing for agile blockchain development and improvement.
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The CMCX Token
Native to the CORE platform, the CMCX token allows users to transact with others on the
blockchain, as well as pay for all utility fees in the ecosystem. The token can be used for
governance, staking, transactions, smart contracts, and validator rewards on the
platform.

Community-Powered Governance
Early blockchains had no formal governance procedures. Individual stakeholders were
powerless to propose or veto protocol changes unless they knew the right people.

CORE is governed by anyone who owns CORE's native token

(CMCX) in a fair and transparent way.
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The Virtual Machine
A virtual machine serves as the layer between the executing software and executing
machine. It also allows multiple applications to run independently of each other. A great
example of a virtual machine in the blockchain ecosystem is the Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM) [38]. EVM is a distributed state machine that can not only create a decentralized
currency, such as Bitcoin or Ethereum, but also decentralized applications using smart
contracts. To achieve this, EVM updates states of the applications built on top of it, in
each creation of the new block. The EVM executes as a stack machine with a depth of 1,024
items. Each one of these items is a 256-bit word, which was chosen for the ease of use with
256-bit cryptography such as Keccak-256 hashes or secp256k1 signatures.
At the core instruction set of the virtual machine, opcodes are instructions used to execute
specific tasks. Altogether, there are 140 opcodes which together make the EVM turing
complete. It is able to compute almost anything provided enough resources are available.
Since each opcode is one byte in size, there can only be a maximum of 256 opcodes.

All of these opcodes can be split into the following categories:
Stack-manipulating opcode
Arithmetic/comparison/bitwise opcode
Environmental opcode
Memory-manipulating opcode
Storage-manipulating opcode
Program counter related opcode
Halting opcodes
To store these opcodes efficiently, the virtual machine makes use of bytecodes to encode
the opcodes.
The CORE network includes its own virtual machine inspired by the EVM. Using the EVM

as a blueprint, CORE has created a virtual machine that transcends the limitations present
in the EVM to enable the scalable and sustainable development of decentralized
applications.
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Apeirogon Framework
Building a custom blockchain can be rather complex and takes up an unnecessary amount
of time.

CORE's Apeirogon framework simplifies
blockchain creation allowing developers to
focus on optimizing their blockchain for
specific use cases. Modular by nature, the
framework enables the user to implement
ready-made, fully customizable components
or modules like networking and consensus to
fit user needs.

Apeirogon comes with a wide range of tools
that streamline the blockchain development
process and allows the simple
implementation of custom business logic.
Developers can effortlessly combine
ready-made components offered by the
Apeirogon framework with their custom
developed components to create the
enterprise-level blockchain desired.

Apart from the ready-made components and modules available on the Apeirogon
framework, developers can utilize a range of development engines that open up additional
customization and functionality such as choice of consensus algorithm or a custom
cryptographic hash function. Developers can make use of Apeirogon's State, Tokenizer,

Consensus, and Cryptography Engines.
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Apeirogon Framework
Apeirogon's ecosystem uses a state-of-the-art, peer-to-peer network platform called
libp2p [39], a modular system ofprotocols, specifications, and libraries for developing
peer-to-peer network applications.

Integrating with blockchains both internal and external to the CORE ecosystem is also
possible with Apeirogon's native blockchain connection capabilities such as cross-chain
communication, collaboration, and shared security.

Cross-blockchain data transmission can be securely isolated by using a TPPL and P2P
communication and routing inspired by the Invisible Internet Project (I2P) [40]. A universal
layer applied to every CORE-connected chain, TPPL adds an extra layer of security and
privacy when transacting on a blockchain.

Developed using Rust, Haskell, C++, and Golang, CORE and Apeirogon obtain optimum
execution and safety. The most advanced in the market, these programming languages
provide high speeds and robust performance. WebAssembly (Wasm) [13], a super
performant virtual environment that allows running code written in multiple languages on
the web at near-native speed, provides the platform for Apeirogon’s runtime architecture.

This combination makes the Apeirogon framework a robust,
optimized, and efficient solution for custom blockchain

development needs.
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Déjà Vu Testnet
Déjà Vu Testnet is the experimental playground blockchain for CORE. Developers can test
their blockchain applications and integrate with all the available services that CORE offers
without interrupting the Mainnet's operations. Additionally, it includes a faucet and a
block explorer, so developers can undergo unlimited testing of their applications and easily
track transactions within their application during the testing phase.

CORE's community members who stake the network's native
cryptocurrency maintain and govern the Déjà Vu Testnet. It also
functions as an independent blockchain. Developers integrating
with the testnet can explore CORE technology limits in real-world
applications before deploying to the CORE Mainnet.
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Team and Community
CORE is centered around the community. The CORE native token (CMCX) enables users to
vote within the platform for management and developer teams. Funding for the project
comes from contributions made by the CORE community. Any changes proposed to the
blockchain or platform will be voted on by the community, creating a user-driven
blockchain.
The CORE team shares the passion for blockchain technology and is open to collaborate
with other blockchain projects, where aside from sharing our technical knowledge, we will
sponsor and organize webinars and conferences for these other projects, building a larger
developer community. By integrating and collaborating with different platforms and
tokens, project teams can tap into the support of the broader community of followers
CORE intends to build.
CORE aims to make a lasting contribution to the blockchain ecosystem by not only
addressing the current limitations of blockchain technology through the hybrid software
solution, but by also growing the global blockchain community.
CORE believes in a truly peer-to-peer community. Active involvement in the community
occurs through hosted events, the grant program, and collaborations. For CORE, we aim to
build a truly community-centric platform by instilling a community-first behavior within
the core beliefs of the team.

“CORE is centered around the community.“
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Summary
CORE helps the world take back their privacy and provides a platform for users to interact
in a secure and fair system. Sustainability, interoperability, and enhanced throughput have
met their match, and intends to prove it will develop a scalable blockchain with
functionality that bypasses current limitations, all within the framework of an
environmentally sound system.
CORE provides a solution on each blockchain development level. The CORE network
decreases confirmation latency using pivot chains, poly chains, and bridges.

The use of AI in the network helps the blockchain reach consensus and increases security.
VRF and VDF help achieve Unbiasable randomness while the unique APBFT consensus
mechanism and state sharding increases scalability and throughput. The optimized
transaction queue engine and the virtual machine allow speed and multiple applications to
run independently.
Aura Layer uses three models to create a unique infrastructure that scales to any
blockchain and the Apeirogon framework simplifies blockchain creation for developers.
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Conclusion
CORE's team, which consists of professionals from various academic disciplines, has done
extensive research to not only understand the technical limitations that blockchain
technology faces, but also develop a philosophical understanding of the human psyche

to discover some of the objections people have towards blockchain technology. As a result,
CORE created a roadmap that leads to sustainability, interoperability, and enhanced
throughput. CORE intends to prove it will develop a scalable blockchain with functionality
that bypasses current limitations, all within the framework of an environmentally sound
system.
Powered by the CMCX token, this Cryptographic Object Resource Engine will provide the
foundation for the future of blockchain technology allowing all blockchains, past and
present to seamlessly scale and communicate. We at CORE are proud to announce

that we have answered all the questions that formed the basis for our research, and have
presented it in a simplified, secure, and scalable solution — the CORE blockchain
ecosystem.
For future updates and frequently asked questions please visit coremultichain.com or join
our Telegram group at t.me/coreblockchain to stay up to date on our progress.
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Disclaimer

The following white paper is intended to be a technical overview. It is not intended to be

comprehensive nor to be the final design. Noncritical aspects are not covered.

This paper consists of information given for discussion purposes only and does not
represent investment advice of any kind. Further, it does not constitute an offer to sell
shares or securities, nor does it constitute a solicitation to buy such shares or securities.
None of the information found within is intended to influence any investment decision nor
should it be the basis of an investment decision of any kind. Investment advice for
investment in any security, or any tax or legal advice should only be given by an investment
advisor. CORE encourages readers to seek appropriate and independent professional
advice to inform themselves of the legal requirements and tax consequences of any

investments they make, both within Core and within the blockchain industry as a whole.
Investments should only be done with the help of an independent financial advisor within
context of the countries of their citizenship or residence, and their place of business with
respect to the acquisition, holding or trade in CORE Token (CMCX) or any other tokens.

Please note that this White Paper does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of
an offer to buy, for any person for whom it may be unlawful to participate in a token sale.
Those for whom it is unlawful to participate should not participate. Consult with your own
lawyer or accountant to determine whether it is lawful for you to participate in this token
sale. This Paper should in no way be construed as being intended to create a contract for
investment.

This White Paper (version 0.1) may be revised, with the newest edition always appearing on
our website. For each revision cycle, we will provide notes on what has changed and the
justification for the change. Updated versions of the White Paper (as indicated by
consecutive edition numbers) may contain information which may override, clarify, or
contradict previous editions, in which case the latest version should be considered the most
accurate and up to date. Because of this, versions which are found outside of the of Core
website may contain out-of-date or inaccurate information.

The most up-to-date version of the white paper can be located online at
coremultichain.com
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